
Habitat and Threats Management 
Committee



Current Activities and Next Steps



Selecting committee driven topics on restoration and threats

● Addressing topics of interest and within the expertise of our 
committee members. 

● A list of ideas was submitted including:
○ Interactions of CIB with fisheries (salmon, eulachon, herring)
○ Pollutants
○ Cumulative effects
○ Restoration actives- within CH, oil spill response
○ Industrial activity issues
○ Mapping anthropogenic impacts of industry



Top suggestions:

○ prey 

○ contaminants 

○ restoration actions for the Cook Inlet



Question 1
How do salmon runs relate to beluga presence in key river 
mouths and other concentration areas?

Question 2

Do CI belugas use the area of the mouth of the Susitna River as 
foraging habitat in May and June during CI eulachon fisheries.

Question 3

Do CI belugas use the herring harvest areas of coastal Cook 
Inlet as foraging habitat in late April - May during CI herring 
fisheries.

Tasks
Identify key rivers from a pre-assigned list based on known beluga presence (e.g., Beluga River, Susitna,River, Little Susitna, Chickaloon River, Six Mile River, 
Kenai River) as well as areas of known concentration (e.g., Trading Bay, Kalgin island, etc.).
Develop a framework for compiling key salmon information (i.e., run sizes and periods, harvest results,
test fishery results if it applies) in a format (i.e. fish/day, tons, CPUE?) that can be compared to beluga presence.
Apply the developed framework to compile salmon information from some of these rivers and beluga concentration areas and compare to beluga daily 
presence.

Deliverables
Quantified relationship between salmon species presence in specific habitats and beluga occurrence
List of salmon species in order of beluga preference (this might vary per river/area)

Use
Provide information to management agencies on preferred prey in key rivers, and other potential foraging grounds as well as periods of beluga usage 

Prey



CONTAMINANTS SUBCOMMITTEE

Progress
 Compiled data from 2009-present for wastewater 

contaminants discharged by Hilcorp platforms and 
AWWU

 Reviewed AWWU’s 2011 Biological Evaluation of 150 
compounds for potential effects on Endangered 
Species

 Reviewed discharge data from AWWU and Hilcorp 
Onshore and Offshore Oil and Gas Facilities 

 Reviewed Industrial Pollutant Discharges and Source 
Control Strategies reducing pollutants



CONTAMINANTS SUBCOMMITTEE

AWWU 
and

Hilcorp 
Supporting 

Beluga 
Recovery

 Evaluating pollutant source control strategies through Industrial Pretreatment Program

 Narrow down contaminants to a short list (10)

 PFAS is a Contaminant of Emerging Concern (CEC). Historical data is limited.

 Looking at creating mapping tool

 Need to work with GIS specialists 

 Could include Harmful Algal Blooms?

 Stranding data requests

Next steps



Top suggestions:

○ Restoration actions for the Cook Inlet

Old Tyonek Creek fish passage project . TTCD 



Recovery Plan: Relative Concern

High
● Catastrophic events
● Cumulative effects of multiple 

stressors
● Noise

Medium
● Disease agents
● Habitat loss/ degradation
● Reduction in prey
● Unauthorized take

Low

● Pollution
● Predation
● Subsistence hunting



Reduction in Prey
-Fish Passage

-Invasive Species 

-Harvest of Prey Species 

Prey Limitations
Overfishing, habitat changes, development, and the impacts of climate change can decrease the amount of food available to 
beluga whales. Without enough prey, belugas might experience decreased reproductive rates and increased mortality rates. 
Understanding the potential for food limitations to hinder population recovery is especially important for Cook Inlet beluga whales 
because they live in an area with high human activity.

Northern Pike with stomach of juvenile salmon ( ADF&G)



Habitat Loss or degradation
- Freshwater Habitat Restoration

- Conservation Easements

- Nearshore Marine Habitat Restoration Campbell Creek Estuary purchased in part 
by Port of Anchorage Mitigation Fund 
(Great Land Trust)



Catastrophic Events
Mass strandings, oil spill or other disasters

1. Stranding responses
a. Provide support for Stranding Network members to respond, develop and 

maintain skills in the event of catastrophic events.
i. Addresses multiple recovery actions (4, 5, 11, 14, 24)
ii. Provides samples for pollution, disease agents

1. Nearshore Marine Habitat Restoration
a. Recovery and/ or resilience to oil spills and other disasters
b. Detailed habitat surveys and long-term habitat monitoring recovery action 38



Pollution 

Stranded Cook Inlet beluga and other marine 
mammals can provide samples for contaminant 
analysis within Cook Inlet.

Contaminants
Contaminants enter ocean waters from many sources, including point source and nonpoint source, such as oil and gas 
development, wastewater discharges, urban runoff, and other industrial processes. Once in the environment, these 
substances move up the food chain and accumulate in predators at the top of the food chain such as beluga whales. 
Because contaminants have long lifespans and blubber stores, belugas accumulate these contaminants in their bodies, 
threatening their immune and reproductive systems.
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